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In the forests of Southern Appalachia the Biological Woodsmen of the Healing Harvest 
Forest Foundation and Coalition (HHFF&C) are seeking to restore the native ecology of 
the hardwood forest through extraction of damaged, diseased and inferior trees.  They 
employ draft horses, mules and oxen to skid the harvested logs from the forest.  The 
animals create less soil disturbance and run on homegrown fuel like hay, oats and corn.  
The latest modification to these timeless methods of forest stewardship is the addition of 
a mechanical log arch or rubber tired metal cart with which the animals pull the harvested 
logs.  Originally designed by an SE Ohio teamster named Charlie Fischer, the modern log 
arch is a simple device which further raises the front of skidded logs off the ground with 
chains to lessen soil impact and ease the strain on the working beasts.  It is possible to 
construct the arch completely from scrap materials from most metal working shops and 
junkyards.  By updating the ancient power source of draft animals with an arch the 
teamster creates not only a kinder skidding arrangement but also safer control of skidded 
logs.  The only moving parts of the arch are the axles.  Logs of the carefully selected trees 
are chained or grabbed with metal spikes and chained to a series of slots under the seat of 
the cart and pulled in short spurts until the load is tight under the cart.  The animals then 
draw the tightened load and the cart "arches" the load slightly upward to clear the topsoil, 
roots, rocks, etc.  The back of the logs are dragged but do not dig in as the front would.  
The following diagrams and photos show arches constructed for two animal teams with a 
tongue or single beam of wood riding between the two animals.  A single beast setup is 
also common and requires what westerners call shafts; or a beam for either side of the 
animal.   
 
The woodsmen of the HHFC have seen this simple technology replicated in many forms 
and feel it could greatly assist anyone working animals in mountain forests the world 
over.  The arch is more difficult to use in extremely steep terrain but as the skill of the 
drover increases the possibilities for the arch also increase.  On the steepest faces of 
Appalachia a "Jay-grab" or releasable spike was traditionally used to ferry log trains off 
cliff faces with animals.  Integrating arch teams for forwarding and single animals on 
steeper ground is often a practice for Biological Woodsmen.  Integration is indeed a 
theme as these men seek to combine the best of their cultural past with the promise of 
modern technology to solve the complex problems of sustainable mountain development.  
Please note the above contact information and log onto the HHFF website for 
downloadable log arch plans; www.healingharvestforestfoundation.org.  
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